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Influences of induction heating on the age-hardening process of a Nickel-base cast
superalloy, IN738LC, was investigated. In this study cast specimens were undergone a
solution treatment process in an argon atmosphere controlled furnace at 1125◦ C for
2 hours. Then, they were quenched in oil to room temperature to obtain supersaturated
solid solution. These samples then subjected to two types of aging with equal heating rate,
30◦ C/Sec. One was induction aging and the other salt bath aging. Effects of these types of
aging on the structure were analyzed and compared with normal aging having an average
heating rate of 400◦ C/hr. The age-hardening behavior and microstructural characteristics
were studied by hardness testing, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron image
analyzing, X-ray diffractometery (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with
replica method. According to the results obtained by these experiments, although the rate
of heating of the specimens in induction and salt bath aging were equal, the
diffusion-control process of nucleation and growth of γ  precipitates in induction aging
were considerably accelerated. Furthermore, desirable characteristics of γ  precipitates
were achieved in induction aging at lower time and temperature in comparison with times
and temperatures of other types of aging. Improvement of microstructural characterization
obtained in induction aging was related to the existence of an external electromagnetic
force produced by induction heating. This electromagnetic force raised the effective driving
force necessary for age-hardening process and intensified the nucleation and growth of
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1. Introduction
Over the past decades, significant advances have been
made in the development of new heat-treatment processes for superalloys to provide capability of operating
at high service temperatures. In order to function satisfactorily in more severe environments, superalloys
must possess properties such as outstanding high temperature strength, creep and fatigue resistance, excellent ductility, good impact resistance and adequate
resistance to hot corrosion.
Cast Nickel-base superalloys are usually composed
of high volume fractions of γ  phase coherently precipitated in a face-centered cubic (FCC) matrix, together
with eutectic phases and one or more carbide phases.
The desired properties and resistance to microstructural changes at high temperatures in these alloys are
C 2002 Kluwer Academic Publishers
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obtained by all phases with suitable structure, shape,
size and distribution.
Among all the microstructural factors, the γ  precipitate morphology plays an important role in influencing the properties of Nickel-base superalloys. Actually
the strength of Nickel-base superalloys is mostly related to the interactions between γ  particles and structural defects such as moving dislocations. γ  particles,
Ni3(Al, Ti), have an ordered structure of Cu3Au type.
Nickel atoms occupy the centers of the cube faces,
with aluminum and titanium atoms at the corners of
the cube. The shearing of γ  particles by a 1/2110
matrix dislocation generates an anti- phase boundary
(APB) which is removed by the passing of a second dislocation of the same burgers vector. The deformation
mechanism involving the shearing of these particles is
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dominant when particles are sufficiently close. Thus,
the composition, size and distribution of the constituent
phases particularly γ  phase control the mechanical
properties of the alloys [1]. The morphology of the γ 
precipitates during age-hardening treatments evolves
from different mechanisms; (I) competitive growth in
order to reduce the specific area of the γ –γ  interface
(Ostwald ripening) and (II) shape changes in order to
minimize the sum of interfacial and elastic interaction
energies [2]. It has been observed that in general the
precipitate growth following a (time)1/3 power law concerning diffusion controlled particle growth is in agreement with the LSW theory of Lifshitz and Slyozov [3]
and Wagner [4], which was then modified by Ardell [5].
This so-called modified LSW (MLSW) theory, which
was formulated for the purpose of estimating the effect
of precipitate volume fraction, φ, on the coarsening
behavior, predicts that the average particle radius, r ,
should increase with time, t, according to the equation:
r 3 − r0 3 = K t

K =

6γ Dce 2 u3
ν RT

(2)

where
u = r/r ∗

(3)

(1)

where ro  is the average radius at the onset of coarsening and K is a volume fraction dependent rate constant
given by

Figure 3 Comparison between the hardness-time curves of induction,
salt bath and normal aging.

Figure 1 The hardness-time curves after salt bath aging at different
temperatures.

Figure 4 Comparison between the hardness-time curves of induction
and salt bath aging.

Figure 2 The hardness-time curves after induction aging at different
temperatures.

Figure 5 Comparison between the hardness-time curves of induction
and salt bath aging.
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ν=

3u 2m
1 + 2β u m − β

6φ 1/3
e8φ (φ)
 ∞
x −2/3 e−x dx
(φ) =
β=

(4)
(5)
(6)

8φ

The symbols in Equations 2 to 6 are defined in
Table I [6].
Almost all of the studies show that the nucleation
and growth of γ  precipitates in Nickel-base superalloys is diffusion controlled [7–9]. On the other hand,
theoretical analysis and experimental researches show
that external elastic and thermoelastic stresses affect
T A B L E I Definitions of the symbols used in the text
γ

Ce
D
R
T
r∗
um

Interfacial free energy of the particle-matrix interface
Molar volume of the precipitate
Solubility in equilibrium with a particle of infinite size
Coefficient of solute diffusion in the matrix
Universal gas constant = 1.987 cal/mole-K
Absolute temperature of isothermal aging
Critical particle radius
Maximum reduced particle size of the theoretical
distribution function

the diffusion controlled processes [10]. According to
these studies, elastic stresses affect the diffusion in ways
similar to those of a pressure; the stress changes the
atomic jump frequencies and biases the direction of
those jumps. Stress also affects the diffusion (or chemical) potentials of the components. This implies, assuming mass flow results from a gradient in the diffusion
potential, that a gradient in the stress field can induce
mass flow even when the composition field is spatially
uniform [10–13].
It has been also discovered [14] experimentally that
rapid heating from room temperature to 0.8–0.9 of the
melting point of alloys can enhance diffusion as well.
According to these investigations, diffusion acceleration during rapid heating is explained by creating a great
quantity of none-equilibrium vacancies by dislocations
climbing under thermal stresses and by dense vacancy
flux due to the stress gradient [14–18].
In most researches until now, resistance heating has
been used for rapid heating of alloys [16, 17, 19, 20], but
in this work induction heating has been chosen and the
influence of electromagnetic force on age-hardening
process has been investigated.
The electromagnetic field, produced by induction
heating, applies an electromagnetic force on heated
specimens. This force can be calculated by Maxwell’s
stress method [21–26]. The force adds to thermal

Figure 6 Microstructure of specimens obtained by SEM after induction aging at: (a) 750◦ C for 2 min. (b) 750◦ C for 15 min. (c) 800◦ C for 2 min.
and (d) 800◦ C for 15 min.
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stresses of rapid heating and accelerates the diffusion
processes [27–28] such as nucleation and growth of
secondary phases in diffusion controlled age hardening
treatments.
In the present work, a Nickel-base cast superalloy was chosen and two types of rapid heating, salt
bath aging and induction aging, were conducted on
specimens. The results were compared with those obtained on samples that were heated gradually during the
normal age-hardening process.
The age-hardening behavior and microstructural
characteristics of these specimens were investigated
by hardness testing, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), electron image analyzing, X-ray diffractome-

tery (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).
2. Experimental procedure
Several bars of IN738LC were investment casted
in a vacuum furnace, then smaller specimens with
dimensions of 7 ∗ 7 ∗ 7 mm were cut from them. Nominal chemical composition of the investigated alloy is
presented in Table II. All of the specimens were solution treated at 1125◦ C for 2 hours in an argon atmosphere controlled furnace and quenched in oil from
1125◦ C to room temperature. Subsequently, they were
subjected to aging treatment by using the following
three methods:

T A B L E I I Nominal chemical composition of used superalloy (IN738LC)
Element

Ni

Cr

Co

Mo

W

Ta

Cb

Al

Ti

C

B

Zr

Percent wt%

61.6

16.0

8.5

1.71

2.6

1.7

0.9

3.41

3.41

0.11

0.01

0.05

Figure 7 Microstructure of specimens obtained by SEM after salt bath aging at: (a) 800◦ C and (b) 850◦ C for 60 min.
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1. Aging of specimens in high temperature salt bath
at 700, 750, 800 and 850◦ C for 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes. (Heating rate = 30◦ C/Sec.)
2. Aging of specimens with a controlled argon
atmosphere medium frequency induction furnace at
700, 750, 800 and 850◦ C for 0.5, 1, 2 and 15 minutes.
(Heating rate = 30◦ C/Sec.)
3. Aging of specimens in a furnace with a gradual heating rate (Normal aging with average heating
rate = 400◦ C/hr.) and a controlled atmosphere at 850◦ C
for 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours.
Sensitive thermocouples were spot welded to the specimens for measuring the exact temperature during aging process. The heating rate, temperature and time
of aging treatment of specimens in induction furnace
were programmed and controlled by an electronic programmable device, which was connected precisely to
the induction furnace and thermocouples.
The hardness of samples was measured during all
stages of heat treatments at room temperature by using
the HRC method and the hardness curves obtained using the three methods were compared.
The specimens were then chemically etched in a solution of 2 gr. CuCl2 , 50 ml HCl, 25 ml HNO3 in 200 ml
H2 O for 40 seconds. Microstructure was examined by

scanning electron microscope and the γ  precipitates
were characterized by using electron image analyzer.
In this stage, the number, area, size, aspect ratio and
volume fraction of γ  precipitates were measured in all
samples and the results obtained by the three methods
were compared.
Transmission electron microscopy with replica
method was also used for observation and analysis
of very fine γ  particles, which were produced during the aging process. In addition to these tests, X-ray
diffractometery was conducted on specimens after the
aging processes and the diffraction patterns of samples obtained during growth of γ  precipitates were
compared.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Hardness tests
The hardness-time curves for salt bath aging (method I)
and induction aging (method II) at different temperatures are shown in Figs 1 and 2, respectively. Also the
comparison between the applied methods are shown in
Figs 3 to 5. It can be seen that the increase of hardness in
induction aging was more pronounced and faster than
the two other methods specially in the first two minutes
of the aging process.

Figure 8 Microstructure images obtained by electron image analyzer after induction aging at: (a) 700◦ C (b) 750◦ C (c) 800◦ C and (d) 850◦ C for
15 min. before image filtering (×15000).
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The increasing rates of hardness for salt bath aging were approximately 0.0075 HRC/Sec. For 700 and
750◦ C, and 0.02 HRC/Sec. for 800 and 850◦ C in the
first minutes of aging. But these rates in induction aging were approximately, 0.12 HRC/Sec. for 700 and
750◦ C; 0.3 HRC/Sec. for 800◦ C and 0.225 HRC/Sec.
for 850◦ C in the first 40 seconds, and after one minute,
the curves obtained at lower temperatures approached
upper hardness levels. The hardness of specimens at
850◦ C induction aging temperature began to decrease
after 90 seconds of the aging process. The increasing
rate of hardness was approximately 0.0086 HRC/Sec.
for normal aging at 850◦ C in the first stages of aging
(Fig. 3). Therefore, Fig. 3 shows that the increase of
hardness in induction aging was higher and faster than
in the two other methods even when aging is conducted
at lower temperatures.
The hardness versus time curves shows that although
the rate of heating of the specimens in induction and salt
bath aging were the same, it seems that the nucleation
and growth of precipitates in induction aging was accelerated, especially in the first minutes of aging process.

3.2. SEM and image analyzing tests
SEM photos were taken for all specimens, heat treated
using the three methods listed before. A typical SEM

micrograph of specimens after induction aging at 750
and 800◦ C for 2 and 15 minutes, and salt bath aging
at 800 and 850◦ C for 60 minutes are shown in Figs 6
and 7, respectively.
The γ  precipitation distribution was characterized
by using the electron image analyzer. The images of
samples after induction aging at 700, 750, 800 and
850◦ C for 15 minutes before filtering are shown in
Fig. 8. The images after filtering are shown in Fig. 9.
Volume fractions of precipitates, number per µm2 and
mean size of γ  precipitates after induction aging at
different times and temperatures are listed in Table III.
Also the images of samples after salt bath aging at 700,
750, 800 and 850◦ C for 60 minutes and normal aging
at 850◦ C for 240 minutes are shown in Fig. 10. Volume
fractions, number per µm2 and mean size of γ  precipitates at different times and temperatures obtained
after using these two methods and filtering the image
are listed in Tables IV and V, respectively.
Analysis of microstructure of the specimens after induction aging shows that γ  precipitates are fine, dispersed and almost spherical or cubic shaped and are
randomly distributed in the structure of the superalloy.
Two kinds of γ  can be identified in the microstructure,
larger precipitates with approximately 400 ± 100 nm
diameter and very fine and dispersed that have

Figure 9 Microstructure images obtained by electron image analyzer after induction aging at: (a) 700◦ C (b) 750◦ C (c) 800◦ C and (d) 850◦ C for
15 min. after image filtering (×15000).
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T A B L E I I I Characteristics of primary γ  precipitates after Induction aging and filtering with electron image analyzer
Temperature
of aging (◦ C)

Time of aging
(min.)

Number of precipitates
at 100 (µm)2 field area

Mean size
(diameter) (nm)

Volume
fraction (%)

Aspect
ratio

700
700
700
700
750
750
750
750
800
800
800
800
850
850
850
850

0.5
1
2
15
0.5
1
2
15
0.5
1
2
15
0.5
1
2
15

172 ± 20
176 ± 20
195 ± 20
195 ± 20
172 ± 20
190 ± 20
204 ± 20
208 ± 20
176 ± 20
195 ± 20
213 ± 20
222 ± 20
172 ± 20
176 ± 20
181 ± 20
181 ± 20

297.5 ± 40
357.4 ± 40
396.2 ± 40
449.1 ± 40
294.5 ± 40
346.7 ± 40
375.4 ± 40
412.7 ± 40
300.5 ± 40
345.1 ± 40
380.9 ± 40
428.8 ± 40
339.9 ± 40
398.1 ± 40
462.8 ± 40
483.9 ± 40

13.9
20.3
22.5
27.7
13.9
20.6
25.6
30.6
14.3
23.9
26.2
32.5
15.8
20.8
24.4
24.9

1.19
1.22
1.24
1.23
1.25
1.23
1.26
1.25
1.27
1.25
1.28
1.27
1.26
1.29
1.27
1.29

T A B L E I V Characteristics of primary γ  precipitates after salt bath aging and filtering with electron image analyzer

Temperature
of aging (◦ C)

Time of aging
(min.)

Number of precipitates
at 100 (µm)2
field area

Mean size
(diameter) (nm)

Volume
fraction (%)

Aspect
ratio

750
750
750
750
800
800
800
800
850
850
850
850

10
20
30
60
10
20
30
60
10
20
30
60

127 ± 20
145 ± 20
163 ± 20
167 ± 20
145 ± 20
167 ± 20
190 ± 20
195 ± 20
167 ± 20
176 ± 20
190 ± 20
199 ± 20

336.8 ± 40
346.2 ± 40
376.8 ± 40
429.9 ± 40
340.5 ± 40
351.2 ± 40
385.3 ± 40
424.1 ± 40
334.6 ± 40
359.3 ± 40
389.3 ± 40
437.3 ± 40

12.4
14.4
18.1
25.7
12.8
15.3
22.1
25.3
13.0
18.4
23.0
27.4

1.23
1.27
1.31
1.29
1.33
1.30
1.35
1.38
1.36
1.38
1.40
1.42

T A B L E V Characteristics of primary γ  precipitates after normal aging and filtering with electron image analyzer

Temperature
of aging (◦ C)

Time of aging
(min.)

Number of precipitates
at 100 (µm)2
field area

Mean size
(diameter) (nm)

Volume
fraction (%)

Aspect
ratio

850
850
850
850

60
120
180
240

186 ± 20
195 ± 20
195 ± 20
176 ± 20

363.9 ± 40
410.9 ± 40
448.7 ± 40
508.1 ± 40

20.1
26.1
33.0
34.9

1.45
1.47
1.42
1.44

T A B L E V I Characteristics of ultrafine secondary γ  precipitates after induction aging before filtering with electron image analyzer
Temperature
of aging (◦ C)

Time of aging
(min.)

Number of precipitates
at 1 (µm)2 field area

Mean size
(diameter) (nm)

Volume
fraction (%)

Aspect
ratio

750

2

1600 ± 100

20 ± 10

28.8

1.21

approximately 20 ± 10 nm diameter. The number of
very fine and dispersed γ  phase precipitates were
around 1600 ± 100 per (µm)2 . A summery of characterization of precipitates for a randomly selected area of
a sample undergone 750◦ C induction aging for 2 minutes is presented in Table VI. One should emphasize that
during the standard age-hardening process of IN738LC
(850◦ C for 24 hr.) these characteristics are obtained
after 24 hours, achieving better characterizations of γ 

phase by induction aging at 700 to 800◦ C for under
15 minutes is a very impressive result.
Study of the results of electron image analysis
indicates that in the induction aging process, the
increase of time in a certain temperature results in:
– The increase of the size of precipitates
– The increase in the volume fraction of precipitates
in the first stages of the aging process and tending
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Figure 10 Microstructure images obtained by electron image analyzer after salt bath aging at: (a) 700◦ C (b) 750◦ C (c) 800◦ C and (d) 850◦ C for
60 min., and normal aging at: (e) 850◦ C for 240 min.(×15000).

to a constant value over the course of time at higher
temperatures
– The slight increase in the number of precipitates
per unit volume of specimens, in the first stages of
the aging process and tending to a constant value
over the course of time.
According to these induction-aging tests, the increase
of temperature in a certain time results in:
– The approximate constancy of the size of precipitates, considering standard deviation, below the
critical temperature and their coarsening above it.
– The increase of the volume fraction of precipitates
below critical temperature and the decrease of the
1468

volume fraction above it; for example, at 850◦ C the
induction aging process after 2 minutes, although
precipitates were larger in comparison with lower
temperatures, the volume fraction and hardness of
precipitates were lower. It shows that the critical
temperature of aging in the induction method is
around 850◦ C.
– The slight increase in the number of precipitates,
considering standard deviation, below critical temperature and the decrease in numbers above it.
It is known that in all of the age-hardening processes there is a critical temperature and time to which
the further increase of them causes the decrease of
the mechanical properties of alloys due to unwanted

changes in volume fraction, size, number, shape, distribution and other characteristics of secondary phases.
The amount of these critical parameters depends on
the total energies or forces applied to specimens during the aging process. In induction aging, due to presence of an extra electromagnetic force, these critical
parameters move to lower amounts in comparison with
salt bath and normal aging. The results of SEM and
image analysis obtained from 700 to 800◦ C induction
aging were better than upper temperatures. The characteristics of precipitates tended to undesirable values with the further increase of the aging temperature
to 850◦ C.
In salt bath aging due to the absence of electromagnetic force, the critical time and temperature move to
upper levels. The results obtained indicate that the size,
number and other characteristics of precipitates tended
to be better and have more desirable values with the increase of the aging temperature from 700 to 850◦ C. It
worth mentioning that at higher temperatures the morphology of precipitates starts to change gradually from
spherical and cubic toward incoherent morphologies.
Of course the rules mentioned before about the
changing of the volume fraction, size and number of
precipitates with the increase of temperature in constant time and inverse, are also valid for salt bath and
normal aging. But, in general, in induction aging the desirable characteristics of γ  precipitates were achieved
in lower temperatures and times than the other two
methods. For example, the results of 700 to 800◦ C induction aging for 15 minutes were so much better than
the results of 850◦ C salt bath and normal aging for 60
and 240 minutes respectively.

3.3. TEM tests
Transmission Electron Microscopy tests by replica
method were done on specimens after induction aging.
TEM micrographs of samples after 700◦ C induction
aging for 15 minutes and 750◦ C for 2 and 15 minutes
are shown in Fig. 11. Also X-ray analysis of very fine
γ  precipitates which were done along with TEM tests
is presented in Fig. 12.
It can be seen that after only two minutes aging at
750◦ C with induction heating, so many fine and dispersed γ  precipitates with 20 ± 10 nm diameter were
produced (Re. Table VI) and nucleation was remarkable
all over the sample especially around larger γ  phases
due to their surface energy. According to the TEM micrograph of specimens after 15 minutes aging at 750◦ C,
the very fast growth of these ultrafine γ  precipitates is
also evident. Even at 700◦ C induction aging (150◦ C less
than the normal aging temperature) the speed of nucleation and growth of γ  precipitates was considerable.
The X-ray analysis during TEM tests confirmed
that these fine and dispersed precipitates were γ 
(Ni3(Al,Ti)) phase.
3.4. XRD tests
A typical X-Ray Diffractometery graph of a specimen
after 750◦ C induction aging for 15 minutes is shown
in Fig. 13. The intensity of Ni3(Al,Ti) phase picks

Figure 11 Microstructure of specimens obtained by TEM after induction aging at: (a) 750◦ C for 2 min. (b) 750◦ C for 15 min. and (c) 700◦ C
for 15 min.

Figure 12 X-ray analysis of ultrafine γ  precipitates, which obtained
during TEM tests.
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Figure 13 X-ray diffractometery (XRD) of a specimen after induction
aging at 750◦ C for 15 min.

(18-872 card no.) was very considerable which surpassed the picks of other phases.
4. Conclusion
In the present study two types of rapid heating,
induction aging and salt bath aging, were conducted
on a chosen Nickel-base cast superalloy and the
results were analyzed and compared with gradual
heating of this superalloy during the normal agehardening process. The age-hardening behavior and
microstructure characteristics were studied by hardness
testing, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron
image analyzing, X-ray diffractometery (XRD) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with replica
method.
The results are summarized as follows:
1. The increasing rate of hardness in induction aging
was more pronounced and faster than the two other
methods especially in the first two minutes of aging
process.
2. The hardness-time curves of salt bath aging went
to upper levels with the increase of temperature.
3. In the hardness-time curves of induction aging,
the curves of lower temperatures (700 and 750◦ C) went
to upper levels after one minute of the aging process in
comparison with higher temperatures (800 and 850◦ C).
Even the hardness of specimens at 850◦ C induction
aging began to decrease after 90 seconds of aging
process.
4. The results of SEM and electron image analyzing obtained from 700 to 800◦ C induction aging were
better than 850◦ C. But in salt bath aging, the characteristics of precipitates tended to better and more desirable values with the increase of the aging temperature
from 700 to 850◦ C. It shows that the induction aging,
due to presence of an extra electromagnetic force, the
critical temperature and time for changing characteristics of γ  phase toward undesirable values moved to
lower amounts in comparison with salt- bath and normal aging.
5. Microstructure study of samples with SEM and
TEM tests after induction aging shows that the rate
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of nucleation and growth of γ  precipitates in the first
minutes of aging process were extraordinarily high and
remarkable in comparison with the two other methods.
6. Microstructure of the superalloy samples after
induction aging at 750◦ C for 2 minutes contained
very fine secondary γ  with: average diameter of
20 ± 10 nm, approximately 1600 ± 100 particles per
(µm)2 area, aspect ratio around one (spherical shape),
high volume fraction (28.8%) and random distribution
in microstructure.
7. The X-ray analysis during TEM tests confirmed that the fine and dispersed secondary phase
in microstructure of experimented specimens was γ 
(Ni3(Al, Ti)) phase.
8. Although the rate of heating of the specimens in
induction and salt bath aging were equal, the diffusional
process of nucleation and growth of γ  precipitates in
induction aging were accelerated so much especially in
the first minutes of aging process. In general, in induction aging the desirable characteristics of γ  precipitates
are achieved in lower temperatures and times than salt
bath and normal aging.
9. The electromagnetic field, produced by induction
heating, applied an electromagnetic force on heated superalloy specimens, and this force added to the thermal
stresses of rapid heating and remarkably accelerated
the diffusional process of nucleation and growth of γ 
precipitates.
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